SportsEye for RSTs
A blueprint for shaping a more informed, connected and therefore active sector

“When looking at opportunities to add value with planning, funding and delivery partners, data
informed decision making is key, and critical to the overall success of the sector. In post Covid New
Zealand it is more important than ever, as the decisions we make today will shape the future.”
Ricki Jones, Commercial Manager, Sport Canterbury

Introducing ActiveXchange
Shaping a more informed, connected and therefore active sector.
The Australian and New Zealand community sport, leisure, aquatic and fitness sector is
worth $18bn in social and economic value with over 12 million registered members and
participants, yet there was no central coordination of data to enhance planning,
investment and delivery decisions. Data has been traditionally fragmented and siloed,
therefore the people on the front lines of our industry’s most important problems often
don’t have the information they need when they need it most.
Launched in 2018 with a goal to positively influence the active and healthy lives of over 10 million people by 2023
through a network of partners, ActiveXchange has been building networks of relevant data and market intelligence.
This now covers over 3 million members and participants, enabled through third-party member system integrations
and data share partnerships with sports and venues. This unprecedented intelligence coupled with an in-house Data
Science Team who manage a series of powerful predictive models, which includes the use of machine learning,
creates clear lines of actionable insight on how to maximise local participation outcomes, commercial returns, and
social value impacts. This reduces the risk of change, brings internal and external stakeholders together, and means
positive decisions happen faster – right offer, right place, right time. More people, more active, more often!
This more scientific, partner approach is designed for venue operators, sport organisations, Regional Sport Trusts
(RSTs), and government, and is typically coordinated through online SportsEye accounts, which connect into the
SportsEye Network. SportsEye for RSTs brings data and key insights from regional and national sport registrations into
one location to identify local growth areas coupled with health and wellbeing impact KPIs. SportsEye enables RSTs to
collaborate closely with delivery, planning and funding partners, aligning with Sport NZ funding requirements.
SportsEye is now formally backed by Federal Government as part of their Accelerator Program, opening up the
Network to every sector organisation no matter their size or experience with data. ActiveXchange also has a
partnership with Sport New Zealand, developing their National Planning Toolkit which connects into SportsEye to
provide RSTs with basic infrastructure information alongside up to date physical activity and sport insights.
We look forward to more organisations, operators, government and strategic partners joining the SportsEye Network.

James Ellender
Chief Executive Officer

Founding Principles
No organisation ever accesses
another organisations data without
explicit permission and there is
transparency at all times organisation data is anonymised and
used for model parameters,
benchmarks and industry trends.

Personal data where received is
immediately anonymised and never
accessible through any platforms.

ActiveXchange is and will always
remain 100% independent and
agnostic with strong governance
measures in place. In addition, an
Industry Steering Group has been
established to govern the integrity of
SportsEye and its features.

A more informed, connected
and therefore active sector

The SportsEye Network
Empowering fragmented, siloed data via a specialist data science team to inform and
connect the entire Sport and Leisure sector - more people, more active, more often.
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Each product has been
purpose built to provide
custom, tangible analysis,
reports and dashboards to
power operators,
government, sport, business
and industry consultants.
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Each platform connects into
the Network, drawing on up
to date intelligence generated
from over 3 million members
and thousands of venues.
In addition there are a
number of potential bolt-on
modules, helping
organisations achieve their
planning, investment and
delivery outcomes and
impacts.

Data from state Sports, Leisure & Aquatics made easy via two Modules

SportsEye
for RSTs

Sport Module

Leisure Aquatics Module

Spatial and graph format and built around
Stats NZ structures, a SportsEye RST
account enables users to easily visualise
demand for individual sports and physical
activity programs at various geographic
levels.

SportsEye can integrates physical activity
program datasets and provides similar
accurate and consistent growth and impact
reporting. RSTs can also upload GP
referral data to build up a more complete
picture of a local area and activity
pathways.

Regional and national sport intelligence and plans
consistently brought together to align decisions with local
resident outcomes and impacts.
Up until now, getting local sport insight has been difficult.....
.
Searching through long reports that are often out of date
Spending too much time trying to collect basic data
Trying to mesh multiple data sources for a whole picture
Struggling to compare apples with apples
Who should be counted and how
Making decisions without a robust evidence bases
Using selected data from over a wide range of regional and national
sport partners; combined with key market and demographic data,
SportsEye RST creates suburb and TA based sport profiles including:
Participation (counts and rates by age and gender)
Facilities/Venues (location, supply and participant details)
Demand (market segment profile)
High level Gaps/Opportunities
Health and Wellbeing KPIs Dashboard (report on funding)
Sport sponsorship dashboard (identify revenue opportunities)
Live chat support

Data direct from regional and national
sporting organisations and other sector
partners, updated automatically where
possible
Saving time and money on inefficient
data collection
Consistent and reliable data and
insights shared by sector stakeholders
Demand models based on powerful
market segmentation intelligence
Enabling opportunities for participation
growth to be identified
Identifying where additional services or
facilities may be needed
Consistent and reliable benchmarking
Comparing the characteristics of people
and places to gain perspective
Impact tracking aligned to funding
opportunities and targets

All SportsEye RST accounts also have a
wide range of school and community
profiling data. This makes it straightforward
to prioritise programs that will have greatest
impact on the most relevant areas, then
broker the conversation between relevant
delivery partners and potential funders.
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